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OVERVIEW
A 2019 election reform bill allowed for no-excuse mail-in voting in Pennsylvania for the first time. With the passage of this 
legislation and amid a highly publicized election year, PA counties anticipated an increase of votes cast by mail in 2020. 
With health and safety concerns surrounding COVID-19, counties witnessed a significant increase in vote by mail requests, 
compounding the need for secure and accountable vote by mail solutions. 

THE NEED
After a stressful and very public Primary Election, one of the largest counties in the pivotal swing state sought an experienced 
partner to produce and deliver accurate and timely General Election ballots to county residents while staying out of the media 
spotlight.

APPROACH
NPC listened to the County’s challenges experienced during the Primary Election. After understanding their struggles, NPC 
proposed a solution that would ensure accuracy, security, compliance and accountable delivery.

SOLUTION
NPC is accustomed to high profile critical print and mail projects.  We took our long-standing history of high-integrity printing 
and match mailings and applied our accountable printing, inserting, and mailing processes to producing election ballots. The 
county placed its confidence in NPC’s decades of experience and partnership approach.

ACCOUNTABLITY & INTEGRITY
  The existing vote by mail piece used a windowless outer envelope. NPC recommended shifting to a windowed envelope,

an industry-standard modification. Already equipped with secure data management, printing, and inserting technologies,
NPC applied its automated closed-loop process. The adaptation created an extra layer of verification, providing peace
of mind to the County that each voter received the correct ballot and reply envelope. NPC utilized a camera verification
system to scan each variable vote by mail component prior to mailing.

SECURITY & COMPLIANCE
   NPC has expertise combining compliance with regulatory requirements and contractual obligations. Our rigorous security

standards and controls are integrated throughout NPC’s facility, systems and workflows to ensure the protection of voter
data. NPC offered an end-to-end chain of custody for the county’s ballots and voter data from file receipt to mailing
through our USPS-certified plant load facility. All County information was delivered directly to the USPS office within our
facility.

CONCLUSION
Through its partnership with NPC, the County delivered a successful and timely 2020 General Election.  With the complexities 
and added attention of this General Election, the County did not have to spend its valuable time concerned with its ballot 
print and mail partner.

Secure and accountable ballot printing and mailing doesn’t need to be complicated. When partnering with NPC 
you’ll discover the peace of mind in trusting in the experience, accountability, and transparency of your vendor 
and its processes. NPC possesses the expertise and capabilities to help you ensure each voter gets the right 
ballot package, on time, every time.


